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A:Fill in the blanks with these words.(There's one extra word.) 

 

luckily/flexible/effect/predict/lsseve/muscle/estimated/function/blood/crossing/mainly  

 
1.The people in the hotel were…………foreign tourists.. 

2.The heart is the strongest………………in your body. 

3.I Regular exercise improves the………….of the heart,blood and muscles. 

4.I had forgotten my keys,but……………..Ali was there and let me go in. 

5.They……………that it took about one week to repair the roof. 

6.He lost a lot of…………….in the accident yesterday. 

7.No one could……………the result of the election. 

8.That little boy has a…………..body.He can touch his toes. 

9.The greenhouse……………..is dangerous for our planet. 

10.Habits like…………..your arms may disturb the audience. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

B:Match the definitions in A with the words in B. 

                                A                                                                                   B 

____________________________                                                    ___________   

  1.likely to be or to happen                                                                    a.concern.                                          

         b.fuel  2.a feeling of worry about something.      

          c.probable 3.not excited 

           d.stretch 4.a belief in your own ability 

          e.confidence 5.put arms and legs out straight 

             f.calm 6.material burnt to produce energy 

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

C.Choose the best option. 

 

1.This the the map of Iran.Pleaese…………….Isfahan on it. 

a.cause                        b.locate                    c.forecast                         d.reduce 

2.Using a mobile phone while driving may…………..you and cause accident. 

a.react                          b.rely                      c.remove                           d.distract 

3.Can you…………….on your studies with all this noise? 

a.concentrate                b.confuse               c.continue                          d.consume 

4.The population of our city has………..from 2 million to 3 million. 

a.produced                    b.increased            c.decreased                        d.recorded 

5.Plstic bottles can be………………..easily. 

a.enhanced                    b.included              c.trapped                           d.recycled 

6.This problem is…………….hard.for that young student to solve. 

a.too                               b.enough               c.so                                    d.such 

7……………the library was closed,we couldn't get the book.                               

a.so                           b.whether                      c.as                             d.though 

8.My mother sometimes makes me…………..all the dirty dishes. 

a.wash                       b.to wash                      c.washing                    d.that wash 



9.He is……………..honest man that all of us respect him 

a.so                            b.such                           c.such an                     d.such a 

10.People……………in this factory are all young. 

a.worked                    b.to work                      c.work                         d.working 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

D.Combine the following sentences with the given words. 

1.The car was expensive.He couldn't buy it..(so…………that) 

 

2.He didn't feel well.He had eaten fifteen ice-creams.(since) 

 

3.You'll have to do this job.You may like it or not.(whether) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

E:Rewrite the following sentences with the reduced form of the underlined parts. 

 

.to the meeting were teacherswho were invited All the people .1 

 

.the landwho pollute there are people ,All over the world.2 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

F:Put these words in the correct order to make meaningful sentences. 

 

1.the camera/doesn't have/money/enough/to buy/Mary/. 

 

2.By/Reza/studying/passed/the test/hard/. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

G:Choose the best option. 

 

1.It will rain this afternoon. This sentence …………………. 

a.describes weather                                        b.describes climate  

c.is the effect of global warming                    d.a and c 

 

2.The car was cheap enough for me to buy.This sentence says that the car………… 

a.was cheap and I bought it                           b.was cheap but I couldn't buy it 

c.was expensive but I bought it                     d.was expensive so I didn't buy it 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

H:Read the text and fill in the blanks with these words 

.

 

Mild/winters/change/period/rainfall/possible/warmer/average/patterns/include 

 

Climate is the……1…..of a region's weather over a…2…….of time.For example,it 

is…3…that a winter day in a city could be sunny and…4……,but the average weather 

tells us that its……5……will mainly be cold and……6……snow and rain.Climate…7… 

Is a change in these general weather……8…… They can become……9……or 

colder;amounts of……10……or snowfall can increase or decrease each year. 
  

 



I:Circle the different word.     

 

1.(breathe/lung/bone/air)                                 2.(crust/mantle/core/flood)  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

J:Fill in the blanks with the best choice. 

 

The planet…..1…..which we live is a ball of hot rock.It is a good thing for us that the 

outside layer is…2… . If it weren't,no one could live here.However,there are places 

where the ground is so hot that it…3…the bottom of your shoes.In some places you can 

see…4…coming up from pools of hot water.The people who live in these…5…make use 

of the heat which comes from inside the earth.They are lucky because they don't have to 

….6….for coal,oil or gas. 

 

1.a.in                             b.on                                c.at                                d.to 

2.a.liquid                       b.cold                             c.hot                              d.soft 

3.a.catches                     b.provides                      c.burns                          d.pumps 

4.a.steam                       b.smoke                          c.wave                          d.flood 

5.a.planes                      b.plans                            c.plants                         d.places 

6.a.produce                    b.recycle                        c.pay                             d.destroy 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

K:Read the text and answer the questions. 

 

It was very dark.Two men were walking across the plain.Snow was lying on the ground 

and a cold wind was blowing.They saw a light behind some trees and soon arrived at a 

house.A poor old man immediately invited them into a clean room.He seemed to be a 

strange man,but he spoke kindly and offered them milk and fresh fruit.The two men 

remained there until morning.Then the man guided them to the nearest village.They 

wanted to give him some money for his help,but he didn't accept it. 

 

Questions: 

                 1.Where were they walking? 

                   

                 2.Who lived in that house?                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                

                 3.Where did they stay that night?                                 

 

                  4.Did they offer any money to the old man? 

 

                   5.What season was it? 

 

                   6.That man was a kind person.(true / false)  

 
 

 

                                                                                         Good Luck  

                                                                                  
                                                                                       


